PAGE TURNERS
a selection of new and upcoming releases

November 2021
H= available on Hoopla
L = available on Libby

Fiction:
The Every by Dave Eggers (11/16)
A woman infiltrates a powerful tech company in this absurd satire follow-up to The Circle

The Sentence by Louise Erdrich (11/9)
The ghost of a surly customer haunts a Minneapolis bookstore in this amusing and
poignant novel from the award winning author

All Her Little Secrets by Wanda M. Morris (11/2)
In this fast-paced thriller, a lawyer gets caught in a dangerous conspiracy after her boss’s
murder

The Memoirs of Stockholm Sven by Nathaniel Ian Miller (10/26)
A man who lives alone on an Arctic fjord has a chance encounter with a stranger that changes the rest of his life

Silverview by John le Carre (H, 10/14)
Le Carre’s last book is a world-weary cat-and-mouse game about British intelligence’s investigation into a
bookstore owner

A Marvellous Light by Freya Marske (11/2)
Two British civil servants hunt down whoever is targeting all of the magical people in Edwardian era England

Nonfiction:
Our First Civil War by H.W. Brands (11/9)
This narrative history examines the conflict between British loyalists and revolutionary
colonists during the American Revolution

Wildcat by John Boessenecker (11/2)
The story of Pearl Hart, one of the most famous female bandits in the Western United
States

The Least of Us by Sam Quinones (11/2)
The bestselling author of Dreamland tells the harrowing next chapter of opiate addiction in the United States

The Farmer’s Lawyer by Sarah Vogel (11/2)
Lawyer Vogel recounts her time defending North Dakota farmers against the US government in the 1980s

The Writing of the Gods: The Race to Decode the Rosetta Stone by Edward Dolnick (10/19)
A conversational, narrative nonfiction about the discovery and deciphering of the Rosetta Stone

The Last King of America: The Misunderstood Reign of George III by Andrew Roberts (11/9)
A nuanced, thoughtful history of King George III, the British king who lost the American colonies

